Background: Identifying potential drug candidates through Ligand-based virtual screening is often associated with processing of huge amount of data and hence is a computational intensive task. Ultrafast Shape Recognition (USR) algorithm has been reported as a faster alternative for molecular shape comparison which maps the chemical structure of query ligand into its shape moment vector to find novel chemical scaffolds in chemical compound libraries. The USR algorithm however was devoid of the ability to discriminate ligand molecules according to their pharmacokinetic features. Methods: To overcome this discrepancy, a modification in the existing USR algorithm called DUSR (Distributed Ultrafast Shape Recognition) was carried out where chemical compounds were screened on the basis of their drug-likeliness properties prior to the molecular shape comparison followed by shape complementarity momentum measure. The DUSR due to its Hadoop implementation acts as a faster approach than the existing standalone tools, utilizing the MapReduce algorithm supporting the high throughput screening of million conformers in a much reduced time span. We further demonstrated the utility of DUSR on dataset of 2 million ligand molecules by running shape comparison based searching job on standalone and multisystem Hadoop platforms. Results: The result suggested that DUSR completed its job in 1h 15 m 41s, 0 h 23 m 41s and 0h13m 22s sec for 2038924 molecules on Hadoop standalone mode, 3-nodes cluster & 5-nodes cluster of distributed commodity hardware respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The conventional drug discovery process involves identification of novel drug like lead candidate through series of trial and error checks which are very tedious, cost ineffective and time consuming processes, typically requiring time span of 10-15 years and cost in range from $800 million to $1 billion. The complexity of the process can be reflected by estimating the rate of approval of these compounds which are one among thousands that enters Research and Development (R&D) pipeline and further to get the FDA approval. Therefore, to make the process accelerated and less expensive, it has become a common practice to use computational methods for docking viz. in silico ADME (Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Elimination) studies and virtual high throughput screening of large compounds libraries to identify appropriate lead molecules. These practices of finding similar structure ligands through matching ligand candidates from backend chemical library with a query ligand is called virtual screening (VS) or to be more précised it is also known as high throughput virtual screening (HTVS).
1,2 VS pose as an effective and feasible computational measure to reduce the expensive biological tests and to tackle high fail-ure rate faced by conventional drug designing strategies. VS is also helpful in similarity scoring and sub-structure searching, quantitative structureactivity relationship (QSAR), pharmacophore and threedimensional ligand shape matching. Various tools which were proposed for VS includes Autodock, 3 PharmDock, 4 and LigBuilder, 5 LIGSIFT, 6 eSimdock, 7 Align-it, 8 etc. which focuses on ligand based shape similarity measures. 1D and 2D methods for representing chemical compounds may successfully identify chemical analogues but are unsuccessful in identifying differential activities among them. It is quite obvious that molecules having same shape and drug likeliness properties could be potent for same target. Therefore, shape based VS possessing 3D structural information tools (e.g. USR, 9 USRCAT 10 ) are gaining popularity as compared to the previous existing models based on 1D and 2D information for the molecular shape comparison of molecules. However ligand based virtual screening (LBVS) solely depends on the structure of reference ligands which may be aligned or screened against a chemical scaffold databases.
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Depending on the structural properties and available information to be mined these VS methods can be safely classified as follows: 1. Atomic distance based method pose as one of the fastest and simplest way to do VS by comparing the atomic distance between pairs of atom. USR (Ultrafast Shape Recognition) 1 and ESHAPE3D 9 are two existing methods which computes the statistical distances between the atoms for describing 3D shape complementarity. USR uses position of molecule center (CG), closest and farthest atom from CG by utilizing the distributions (distances) for calculating three moments (mean, variance, skewness). Each molecule therefore can be described as a unique 12 dimensional moment vector space representing structural intricacy of corresponding ligand 3D shape. Whereas ESHAPED3D utilizes the distance matrix calculated through the Eigen values characterizing the molecular shape of the compounds. Therefore it computes the fingerprint scores to measure the shape similarity. 23 are pharmacophore VS approaches for identifying identical features through discrete point GRID of potential energy by combining 4-feature points into a form of quadruplets. Hence the quadruplets of a ligand and database are compared against the candidates from chemical database. Unlike FLAP, Tuplets also uses Cosine similarity in place of Tanimoto coefficient for calculating similarity score. However, the reported atomic distance based method, Gaussian function based method, surface based method, field based method and pharmacophore based method often fails in handling the exponentially increasing volume of chemical scaffold data. To overcome this problem of searching the ever increasing chemical space with vast amount of data within a reasonable time span, the concept of big data analytics comes as a handy tool. In this work we are proposing parallelization of USR algorithm using Hadoop framework to harness the processing power of cluster of commodity hardware. Hadoop an open source implementation is an effective platform for storing, handling and investigating large scale data, through arena of reliable, scalable, distributed computing software tools. The principle of dividing large datasets into smaller blocks distributing across clusters of commodity computers by Hadoop programming libraries has provided simple programming models. Furthermore, the library keeps a check on any kind of failures at the application layer, hence ensuring the quality-based services on low-end hardware. Hadoop made it possible for a large number of machines to scale up their processing through chain of multiple local computation and storage units. 24 A highly beneficial framework is an Ecosystem comprising of two main architectural components viz. MapReduce and a Distributed File System (HDFS). MapReduce is responsible of parallel computing whereas HDFS is responsible for data management. Hadoop partitions a job into tasks, blocks them respectively, and assigns them to particular nodes in a form of clusters. Hadoop adopts master/slave architecture, in which a master node manages other slave nodes in the cluster. There may be multiple masters in the model for failure protection. In the Map Reduce model, the master is called Job Tracker, and each slave is acknowledged as Task Tracker. In the HDFS, the master is called Name Node, and each slave is called Data Node. Job and data distributions are managed by the master to assign nodes for computing and storing. The distributed architecture of Hadoop greatly enhances the processing efficiency by using numerous general PCs that can build a high performance computing environment. No modifications in hardware is required while installing the software in spite of some possible changes to meet minimum recommended RAM, disk space etc needed on each cluster, written in JAVA and is an extremely scalable framework. Map/reduce model from Google is used in its open source implementation in Hadoop. MapReduce frames parallelize problems as a set of two functional phases: Map phase and Reduce phase. Map phase performs filtering, shuffling and sorting, whereas reduce phase performs a summary operation. Each phase has key-value pairs as input and output; the types of which may be chosen by the programmer. The programmer also specifies two functions: the map function and the reduce function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Apache
Hadoop is an open source software framework that permits distributed analysis of enormous amount of data on a large scale and can be installed on commodity Linux cluster. We have used the standard Hadoop HDFS Java API (included in the Hadoop distribution), which allows the user to create and run jobs with any of the executable-the mapper and/or the reducer. In Hadoop, input values (with the default formatter) are lines of text read from one or more files (input keys are discarded).
Datasets
The data for the research work was downloaded from freely available database of commercial compounds, ZINC database (http://zinc.docking.org/), of varying sizes (500 MB, 1GB, 2GB, 3GB, 4GB, 5GB, 7GB and 9 GB) having 127895, 231586, 462624, 693673, 924595, 1155335, 1618035 and 2038924 molecules respectively. 25 Further, we have used two features of . Chemistry Development Kit (CDK):
26 3D geometry generation and QSAR descriptor calculation. CDK is an open source JAVA library for cheminformatics and bioinformatics data.
USR molecular shape comparison method
USR screening of ligands utilizes three dimensional coordinate points to construct 12 dimensional shape moment vector with distance measure to find the similarity between given pair of molecules. The coordinate points of individual ligand molecules were parsed from. sdf files, obtained from ZINC database. Each molecule coordinate points were processed further to calculatemolecular centroid (ctd), the closest atom from the ctd (cst), the farthest atom from the ctd (fct), and the farthest atom from the fct (ftf). Further the atomic distance of rest of the atoms of the query molecule for the four molecular locations i.e. ctd, cst, fct and ftf were calculated as shown in Figure 1 . The network of atomic distances of all atoms of the individual molecule, from these four locations namely 1, 2, 3, 4 X X X X signifies mean distance from ctd, cst, fct and ftf respectively.
1, 2, 3 M M M corresponds to first, second and third moment of distributions of 1.
X First moment of distribution, 1, M yields an approximation for molecular size. The second moment of distribution, 2, M which is also known as variance of the distribution, gives information about molecule denseness. The third moment or skewness of distribution, 3, M represents molecular asymmetry. Similarly, all nine descriptors positions are calculated from, 2, X 3 X and 4.
X Hence, the shape of each individual molecule was encoded into 12 descriptors to form the corresponding moment vector as shown in Figure 2 .
However, for molecules having similar shapes but different pharmacophoric group, USR becomes inefficient. So to eliminate this pitfall, an initial screening of compounds, prior to molecular shape comparison method, was carried out on the basis of their drug-likeliness properties. These properties includes molecular mass ( < 500 Daltons), number of hydrogen bond donor atoms (< 5), number of hydrogen bond acceptor atoms (< 5), partition coefficient (x log P < 5.0), total polar surface area (< 140 Å) and number of rotatable bonds (<10). Unlike other ligand-based shape overlapping methods, the main feature of our approach is to first filter the molecules using initial screening phase and then calculating its Distance Moment Vector [1*12] in size which enhances the effectiveness of our virtual screening approach. Use of Similarity function Distance Moment Vector of active molecule was also generated and stored [1*12] . Thus, the molecule from a chemical database have 
Hadoop implementation
The proposed method was implemented in two modules DistMapVector (DMV) and DistMapVectorLibScreen (DMVLS). In DMV, a MapReduce job was written consisting of both mapper and reducer phase. In this method InputFormatClass was used with SDFInputFormat which reads multi-line records from SDF file. The map input key is an object that contains a molecule in SDF format and input value class in text format, i.e. the whole content of a molecule remains in SDF format. Initial screening of the compounds on the basis of Lipinski's rule was carried out in mapper phase, which was further followed by the distance similarity score calculation between moment vectors on the basis of Eq.1. The output key and value of the mapper phase was the compound IDs and the corresponding distance similarity scores generated respectively. The output key and value of mapper phase acts as an input key and value of the corresponding reducer phase. In this phase, the final screening of molecules was carried out on the basis of threshold value of distance similarity score. The output of reducer phase (MapReduce job) was the final screened compounds with their respective IDs and similarity scores. Figure 3 shows the working and control flow of DMV module. In DMVLS, two MapReduce jobs were written, where former job deals with mapper phase while the later has both mapper and reducer phase. In mapper job, SDFInputFormat as described in DMV was used as InputFormatClass. In mapper phase, screening of the molecules were performed in accordance with the Lipinski's rule followed by generating DMV of these screened molecules. The output file of the mapper phase acknowledged as 'Distance moment vector library' (DMVL) consists of molecule ID's and their corresponding distance moment vector.
Reducer phase further uses the output files of the mapper phase job as the input files. The work of mapper phase is to map the compound ID's and their corresponding distance moment vector followed by finding similarity score of these compounds with reference to the active compounds. The reducer phase further screens the molecules on the basis of similarity scores and finally calling this job as 'Screening'. The control flow for DMVLS module is explained in Figure 4 . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussed DMV and DMVLS modules were performed on single node, 3 nodes and 5 nodes clusters with SDF files of 0.5GB, 1GB, 2GB, 3GB, 4GB, 5GB, 7GB and 9GB containing 127895, 231586, 462624, 693673, 924595, 1155335, 1618035 and 2038924 ligands molecules respectively. Each of these nodes was equipped with four quad-core intel3 processor and 6 GB RAM. All nodes were connected through Fast Ethernet (100 MB/sec). The HDFS block size was fixed to 128 MB, therefore blocks of various sizes 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 56 and 72 were generated from above dataset. Figure 5 shows the run time against the number of molecules for JAVA and different modes of Hadoop (standalone mode, fully distributed 3-node and fully distributed 5-node clusters). As it is shown in Fig. 5 , that execution time is reduced significantly with increasing number of nodes. However, the time taken to run the job in JAVA and Hadoop standalone mode are at par whereas there was no notable difference in the execution time for running 3-node and 5-node clusters using Hadoop fully distributed mode for 500 MB of data because of its small size. Figure 6 shows time taken to complete 'Distance moment vector library' job in JAVA and different modes of Hadoop via DMVLS. Figure 6 shows the run time against the number of molecules of Distance Moment Vector job for different modes of Hadoop (standalone mode, fully distributed 3-node and fully distributed 5-node clusters). The execution time was reduced significantly with increasing number of nodes as shown in Figure 6 , which suggest the fact that a 3-node cluster is 2.5 times faster than standalone mode whereas 1.5 times slower than 5-node cluster. For further scientific validation of the software, standard virtual screening benchmarking dataset from DUD-E (Directory of Useful Decoys-Enhanced) was used and the performance of the virtual screening approach was tested (http://dude.docking.org/). Mapping and screening of 56692 number of ligand molecules was done. Using the framework, molecules were screened in about 29 seconds on Hadoop standalone mode.
CONCLUSION
In the present report, a modification to the existing USR algorithm was performed with modalities to screen ligand on basis of their pharmacophoric properties using a Hadoop based framework. DUSR showed better performance as compared to the previously used method in terms of screening those compounds which have drug-likeliness properties and showed structural similarities. Further the performance has potential to increase exponentially with increasing number of nodes.
SUMMARY
• To overcome the discrepancy of the existing USR algorithm, a method called DUSR (Distributed Ultrafast Shape Recognition) was carried out.
• In this method, the chemical compounds were screened on the basis of their drug-likeliness properties prior to the molecular shape comparison followed by shape complementarity momentum measure.
• The DUSR due to its Hadoop implementation acts as a faster approach than the existing standalone tools.
• Utilizing the MapReduce algorithm the high throughput screening of million conformers in a much reduced time span is possible using DUSR.
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